
LETTER FROM FRANCE:  Dear Democafeteers,

Harsh November winds and lashing rain are battering us over here.  
With Mary, Carol, Sara and Alan absent and Eamonn withdrawing, the 
Democafe tomorrow may prove a little attendance-lite.

Nevertheless, a few loose ends.  Thank you Mary for your useful 
Minutes of 14 November.  I shall incorporate the two housing pieces by 
Kershaw and Halewood into our Housing Paper asap. 

I note from Mary’s invaluable lost and found notes on the Nov 7 ICUK 
Convention that Eddie is recorded as having referred to “a Housing 
Paper written by Michael Mulvey”.  The housing paper in question may 
have been edited by Michael Mulvey, but it certainly was not written by 
him.  What happened was that Michael produced a draft which 
Democafe then worked on at (at least) two sessions with the help of 
Trevor Griffiths.  The Housing Paper is therefore a “collective 
product” (and still in process, incidentally), a distillate produced by 
people getting together “face-to-face”  -  it is a rare, even if very modest, 
example of democracy in action.  I’d be the last to wish to bash my friend 
Eddie who strikes me as enlightened a democrat as one could possibly 
hope to meet, but you see how unused to democratic praxis we have all 
become, no longer able to recognise “collaboration” when it stands 
before us! 

And that’s the real problem.  Thirty odd years of unbridled neo-liberal 
consumerist individualism has destroyed such frail instances of 
democratic praxis as did exist.  In addressing the democratic deficit, 
we’re starting pretty well from scratch.  The democracy-bearing 
structures (clubs, associations, gatherings and places like pubs where 
you could hear yourself speak) have largely disappeared or been made 
to, and, in those few that have lingered on, political discourse has 
become an embarrassing taboo.  I am sensitive to Janos’ plea for us to 
engage with people in thinking about what matters, but, in today’s 
atomised world, how do you engage with people without organising 
conferences, events and the like?

On another front, we have already made successful contact with 
Corbyn’s Labour  -  see Tom Watson’s message to us.  It is not time we 
made some serious approaches to existing progressive entities?  Should 
we not be asking people from local entities that already have some 
democratic traction  -  Momentum, the Camden Green party and 38%  -  
to come down and talk with us about how we can help them and they 
us?



Mary’s notes kindly state that I am working on a new website for the 
Independent Constitutionalists UK, when in actual fact Mary is doing 
quite as much as I am, if not more.  Yes, but please do go to the new 
Website http://www.constitutionalists.uk/ and let us know what you 
think.  Feedback on the 18-page Compendium-Glossary (Website page 
6) would be particularly appreciated, as I am just about to update the 
latest version with recent amendments.

And, yes, I agree it would be fascinating to have a Democafe devoted 
entirely to the St Paul’s event and Paul Mason (do visit the YouTube of 
the event if you haven’t already done so)  -  but I suppose you couldn’t 
wait until mid-Jan when I get back to London, could you?

Finally, I take note of Sara’s suggestion about taking a break every last 
Saturday in the month, and reluctantly agree.

A bientôt, and keep your democratic peckers up!  
Michael Mulvey <michael.mulvey@orange.fr>

http://www.constitutionalists.uk/

